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This is among a series of picture books for seniors with no text, specifically formatted for those
who enjoy searching through a book yet have a problem with reading. With 45 large photos (93
total page count) in shiny, vivid full-color, a senior will see pleasure in 'reading' this publication
again and again.5 x 8. Please note: The only real script is that which must be legally included:
Title page (that does not mention this is geared for seniors), copyright and ISBN. With the goal of
providing visually interesting books that improve self-esteem and satisfaction in book ownership,
you can find no words on the cover or inside that point out this is geared for seniors, adults with
reading issues, Alzheimer's patients or various other.5 soft cover book (ideal for holding) with
vivid, full-color photographs, located only on the right side (to supply visual stimulation without
causing someone to feel overwhelmed). Each gorgeous top quality (300 DPI) image was carefully
selected to be evoke beauty, calm, pleasure and a sense of question. Photos of delightful birds in
their organic habitats from all over the world provide a unique scene on the switch of every
page. Unlike bird guidebooks among others that fill up the web page with descriptions that may
snag up a senior who has problems with reading, this publication focuses just on the photos
themselves. If your loved one is offended by being given children's publication or finds heavy,
hard-cover books challenging to hold, this is actually the response. With the needs of the senior
in mind, this picture publication of birds is definitely a square 8. If you are searching for picture
books for seniors that perform include some captions, make sure you look to Emma Rose
Sparrow's Level 2 books. This is a Level 1 book. The ultimate page lists image/artist credits. For
brief story books with 1 to 3 photos per chapter, turn to her Level 3 books.
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... We took this book to my great-aunt, who has dementia and is living in a nursing home. We
were right. She's always loved birds, so we believed she might love this particular picture book. It
really is too simple for her, so she actually is not interested.. This is a beautiful book. It is not as
big or thick as I'd hoped, however the pictures are wonderful. I really do think it's just a little
pricey for how few webpages there are, but overall, not a bad purchase. The only way it could be
better is always to possess the names of the birds ... Gorgeous small book! Well received.I like
that it doesn't have anything about storage impairment written on the book, mainly because my
mother still reads sentences and brief paragraphs. A Gift A gift to an aging friend... Gorgeous
photographs of birds however, not one description of what the birds are or their habitats!We
was disappointed because I wanted this publication with large bird photos for a senior activity
for all those with cognitive impairment and also the most simple explanation of the type of bird
and where it's habitat is would have been wonderful! Very simple. Purchased for my mom, who
loves birds.. I assume that's a good thing. It means her Alzheimer's hasn't progressed to that
stage.she did. No more information about Not even the name if the bird. My mom loved it right
away. The photos are wonderful and she was very engaged. Five Stars Bought for my mother-in-
legislation who offers Alzheimer’s and she loves considering the pictures. Simply no descriptive
elements at all. The only way it could be better is always to have the brands of the birds on the
pages. Gorgeous! My mother loves this book! It was extreemly frusyrating yo my mother because
thrre were .Not really a big book, however the pictures are lovely.. It was extreemly frusyrating
yo my mother because thrre were just photis if birds. My mother loved it right away This is a
beautiful book. I my opinion this is if no make use of to us.
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